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0 of 0 review helpful Haunting By Charlottekrn Bookfair Zimler rsquo s fast moving descriptive novel ladened with 
haunting Holocaust imagery presents a story within a story as Jewish children of the Ghetto disappear As the Germans 
roundup the Jews starvation disease and death become commonplace in the sealed and over crowed Ghetto referred to 
as the ldquo island rdquo and yet the Jews continue about their daily The riveting heartbreaking inspiring and 
intelligent San Francisco Chronicle historical thriller by the bestselling author of The Last Kabbalist of Lisbon With 
his international bestseller The Last Kabbalist of Lisbon Richard Zimler first made a name as a master of historical 
thrillers in this chilling mystery winner of the Marques de Ouro Prize Zimler has woven a gripping tale in the tradition 
of The Shadow of th Part murder mystery and part historical fiction thrilling mdash Boston Globe A gripping 
heartbreaking beautiful thriller mdash Simon Sebag Montefiore author of Young Stalin Spare but striking prose 
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